In My Garden

Christina Kennedy

A Ramble - Horse Island
We haven’t stopped the hard work in the garden
here, much encouraged by the perfect conditions of
the last weeks. The moisture in the ground is so
good for weeding and planting, and as the ground
has still been warm we have done lots of both.

Smoking
We have found strange behaviours from a range of
plants following the Big Dry - Fire - Flood.
Thankfully fire did not reach us, but it did come
very close down Horse Island Road and in all the
surrounding areas. In fact Horse Island became a
refuge each time the fires threatened to come
tearing down on us, and various families who live
nearby relocated to the island at times of worst
stress.
Garden looking lush after the rain We were shrouded in the smoke and ash however,
and we are wondering if the smoking has promoted The Grevillea gardens around the Pizza Oven.
natural and unusual self propagation of many plants, particularly germination of Grevillea seeds. The
hot house now is home to about 50 excavated young seedlings which could perhaps be hybrids as they
appeared in different gardens where there is a range of Grevilleas. There are some which must be
Grevillea banksii. Time will tell.

Pruning
This has been the main focus of the work over
the last few weeks, and it is finally finished
with the topping of Callistemon ‘Great Balls
of Fire’, the huge Agonis flexuosa ‘nana’
(which are no longer very nana !) and the
massed Baeckeas around the steps at the Big
House.

Seeding

Baeckeas on the driveway - just pruned. They look severe at first
but soften quickly

Eco pots of Xerochrysums ready for
planting

Last year I bought a packet of red
Xerochrysum seeds from Nindethana seeds in
WA and distributed them around the garden as
seedlings in eco pots. I probably had 2 dozen
or so and after flowering I collected the seed,
and got busy sowing these, again in eco pots,
with huge success. All that remains is to poke
these little pots into the chosen spots and we
will have masses of red highlights around the
garden in the Summer.

Red Xerochrysums create points of interest in the landscape

Killing
Since I declared a ban on Glyphosate (Round
Up) use here, we have been trying out other less
destructive herbicides to control feral weed growth
in the paddocks and along the pathways and roads.
We have been trying Commercial Safe, but may
switch to Slasher. (see information on Slasher on
page 13)

Growing
Part of the Landcare planting on river bank showing effect of
Landcare contracted to plant out the river bank on
Slasher instead of Roundup
the south east side of the island to prevent further
collapse into the river. To conform they too had to
abandon the glyphosate to prepare the planting areas
by killing off the long Kikuyu. In the last few weeks the work was done.
They sprayed using “Slasher”, a herbicide which is acceptable for organic farming. It seemed to
be most effective and many of the trees and shrubs are now in and off to a good start, all boxed up in
eco friendly protectors.

I am slightly conflicted after the fires about adding huge plantations like this, and hope that they do
not grow up to become another hazard, providing an invitation to embers and flames of the future!
But I do value the integrity of the river bank and am very grateful for the wonderful work by Landcare

